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BACKGROUND. Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are a population of immature immune cells with several
protumorigenic functions. CD38 is a transmembrane receptor–ectoenzyme expressed by MDSCs in murine models of
esophageal cancer. We hypothesized that CD38 could be expressed on MDSCs in human colorectal cancer (CRC),
which might allow for a new perspective on therapeutic targeting of human MDSCs with anti-CD38 monoclonal antibodies
in this cancer.

METHODS. Blood samples were collected from 41 CRC patients and 8 healthy donors, followed by peripheral blood
mononuclear cell (PBMC) separation. Polymorphonuclear (PMN-) and monocytic (M-) MDSCs and CD38 expression
levels were quantified by flow cytometry. The immunosuppressive capacity of M-MDSCs from 10 CRC patients was
validated in a mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) assay.

RESULTS. A significant expansion of CD38
+
 M-MDSCs and a trend of expansion of CD38

+
 PMN-MDSCs (accompanied

by a trend of increased CD38 expression on both M- and PMN-MDSCs) were observed in PBMCs of CRC patients when
compared with healthy donors. The CD38

+
 M-MDSCs from CRC patients were found to be immunosuppressive when

compared with mature monocytes. CD38
+
 M- and PMN-MDSC frequencies were significantly higher in CRC patients who

previously received treatment when […]
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Introduction
Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are known to support the progression of  multiple types 
of  cancer through immunosuppression, angiogenesis, tumor cell survival, and metastasis (1) and by 
activating fibroblasts (2) in the tumor microenvironment (TME). MDSCs are separated into 2 groups 
based upon their histological characteristics: polymorphonuclear MDSCs (PMN-MDSCs) are similar 
to neutrophils, while monocytic MDSCs (M-MDSCs) share phenotypic characteristics of  monocytes. 
Both PMN- and M-MDSCs have been implicated in the pathogenesis of  human cancer (3), where they 
function not only within the primary tumor, but also in peripheral lymphoid organs (4).

We have previously reported high expression levels of  the ectoenzyme CD38 on the surface of  
MDSCs (particularly M-MDSCs) in a murine model of  esophageal cancer (5), and expression of  CD38 
on MDSCs has been reported in multiple myeloma (6). It should be noted that CD38 is also expressed 
on T cells, B cells, and NK cells (7). Since there are several monoclonal antibodies targeting human 
CD38 available (8–10), with daratumumab already being approved by the FDA for treatment of  multiple 
myeloma (11), we set out to characterize CD38+ MDSCs in colorectal cancer (CRC).

BACKGROUND. Myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) are a population of immature immune 
cells with several protumorigenic functions. CD38 is a transmembrane receptor–ectoenzyme 
expressed by MDSCs in murine models of esophageal cancer. We hypothesized that CD38 could be 
expressed on MDSCs in human colorectal cancer (CRC), which might allow for a new perspective on 
therapeutic targeting of human MDSCs with anti-CD38 monoclonal antibodies in this cancer.

METHODS. Blood samples were collected from 41 CRC patients and 8 healthy donors, followed 
by peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) separation. Polymorphonuclear (PMN-) and 
monocytic (M-) MDSCs and CD38 expression levels were quantified by flow cytometry. The 
immunosuppressive capacity of M-MDSCs from 10 CRC patients was validated in a mixed 
lymphocyte reaction (MLR) assay.

RESULTS. A significant expansion of CD38+ M-MDSCs and a trend of expansion of CD38+ PMN-
MDSCs (accompanied by a trend of increased CD38 expression on both M- and PMN-MDSCs) were 
observed in PBMCs of CRC patients when compared with healthy donors. The CD38+ M-MDSCs from 
CRC patients were found to be immunosuppressive when compared with mature monocytes. CD38+ 
M- and PMN-MDSC frequencies were significantly higher in CRC patients who previously received 
treatment when compared with treatment-naive patients.

CONCLUSIONS. This study provides a rationale for an attempt to target M-MDSCs with an anti-CD38 
monoclonal antibody in metastatic CRC patients.
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CRC is the third most common cancer in the United States (12) and may be associated with chronic 
inflammation (13). There is nascent evidence (14, 15) supporting expansion of  MDSC-like cells in patients 
with advanced-stage CRC, yet these reports do not provide enough information regarding the nature of  
the cells, nor do they indicate any options for targeted therapy. Currently, adjuvant therapy remains to be 
established in stage II CRC; adjuvant therapy is approved for stage III CRC, and therapy for stage IV CRC is 
complex, involving chemotherapy or targeted agents or immunotherapy (16).

The objective of  this study was to evaluate MDSC frequencies and CD38 expression patterns in periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from CRC patients at stages I–IV, with the goal of  proposing selec-
tive targeting of  CD38+ cells to ablate MDSCs in CRC patients. Herein, we demonstrate the expansion of  
functional CD38+ M-MDSCs in peripheral blood of  CRC patients. Furthermore, the expansion of  CD38+ 
M-MDSCs was more pronounced in patients with previous therapy.

Results
The M-MDSC population is expanded in the peripheral blood mononuclear cells of  CRC patients. We assessed the 
myeloid fraction within PBMCs from 41 CRC patients (Tables 1 and 2), and Supplemental Table 1; sup-
plemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.97022DS1) and 8 
healthy volunteers using the previously published classification (Figure 1, A and B) (17).

M-MDSCs (defined as CD14+HLA-DR–/lo) were on average 5 times more frequent among PBMCs 
from CRC patients, compared with healthy donors (Figure 2 and Table 3). PMN-MDSCs (defined as 
low density, CD33+CD11b+CD14–CD15+SSChi) were expanded 2-fold in PBMCs from CRC patients; 
however, this trend failed to reach statistical significance (Figure 2 and Table 3). Monocytes (defined as 
CD14+HLA-DRhi) did not expand significantly in CRC patients (Supplemental Figure 1). We did not 
observe any significant differences in the expression of  surface marker CD38 when comparing mono-
cytes and M-MDSCs, neutrophils and PMN-MDSCs (Supplemental Figure 2), or monocytes from CRC 
patients and healthy donors (Supplemental Figure 3). However, a trend toward elevated CD38 expression 

Table 1. Characteristics of study population

HD CRC
n 8 41

Sex Male: 62.5% (5/8), female: 37.5% (3/8) Male: 59% (24/41), female: 41% (17/41)
Age 48 ± 13 54 ± 15
Race European descent: 25% (2/8); Black: 50% (4/8);  

Asian: 12.5% (1/8); Hispanic: 12.5% (1/8); unknown: 0%
European descent: 66% (27/41); Black: 27% (11/41);  

Asian: 2% (1/41); Hispanic: 0%; unknown: 5% (2/41)

 

Table 2. Characteristics of CRC patients

Untreated Treated
n 21 20

Sex Male: 52% (11/21);  
female: 48% (10/21)

Male: 65% (13/20),  
female: 35% (7/20)

Age 57 ± 17 48 ± 12

Stage

I: 14% (3/21);  
IIa–b: 19% (4/21);  
IIIa–c: 43% (9/21);  
IVa–b: 24% (5/21)

I: 0%;  
IIa–b: 15% (3/20);  
IIIa–c: 20% (4/20);  
IVa–b: 65% (13/20)

Differentiation

Undifferent-iated: 0%;  
poor: 19% (4/21);  

moderate: 47.6% (10/21);  
well differentiated: 4.8% (1/21);  

unknown: 28.6% (6/21)

Undifferentiated: 5% (1/20);  
poor: 25% (5/20);  

moderate: 30% (6/20);  
well-differentiated: 0%;  

unknown: 40% (8/20)
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was observed in both M- and PMN-MDSCs from CRC patients (Figure 3 and Table 4).
CD38+ M-MDSCs from CRC patients are immunosuppressive. Since the M-MDSC population was significant-

ly expanded in CRC patients, we proceeded to evaluate the immunosuppressive capacity of  these cells in a T 
cell suppression assay using a 3-way allogenic mixed leukocyte reaction (MLR). Indeed, CD38+ M-MDSCs 
from CRC patients inhibited proliferation of  T cells in response to stimulation by dendritic cells in a ratio-de-
pendent manner (Figure 4), and on average, CD38+ M-MDSCs were significantly more immunosuppres-
sive than the control population (monocytes, defined as CD14+HLA-DRhi) (Figure 4A and Table 5). Ideally, 
CD38– M-MDSCs should have been used as a negative control in the MLR; however, since the majority of  
M-MDSCs were CD38+ (Figure 3A), such a comparison was not feasible.

CD38+ M-MDSCs and PMN-MDSCs expand in the peripheral blood of  CRC patients who have undergone 
therapy. Importantly, we found that CD38+ M-MDSCs were on average twice as abundant in CRC 

Figure 1. Study design. (A) Patients diagnosed with stage I–IV CRC were recruited to the study after providing writ-
ten informed consent. Blood samples were collected from the patients, and the PBMC fraction was separated for 
immunophenotyping or cryopreserved for future use in the immunosuppression assay and immunophenotyping. 
(B) Markers used to define myeloid cell subpopulations.

Figure 2. The M-MDSC population is expanded in the peripheral blood of CRC patients. See also Supplemental Figure 
1. (A) Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from colorectal cancer (CRC) patients and healthy donors (HD) were 
subjected to immunophenotyping by flow cytometry. Analysis of 1 representative sample is shown. (B) The frequency 
of M-MDSCs (CD14+HLA-DRlo) and PMN-MDSCs (low-density CD14–CD11b+CD15+) in the live subset of PBMCs. Gray dots 
represent individual values; black squares, mean values. Statistical data are presented in Table 3.

https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.97022
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patients who received any form of  cancer therapy (surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy, targeted 
therapy, or a combination of  these methods; Tables 1 and 2 and Supplemental Table 1), compared with 
treatment-naive patients (Figure 5A and Table 6). Furthermore, CD38 expression levels were signifi-
cantly higher on the surface of  M-MDSCs from treated CRC patients (Figure 5C and Table 6). Of  note, 
CD38+ PMN-MDSCs and CD38+ monocytes followed the same pattern (Figure 5, B and C; Supple-
mental Figure 4; and Table 6).

Discussion
Targeting MDSCs is an attractive approach in cancer therapy due to the multiple mechanisms that these 
cells employ in supporting tumor progression. However, because of  the heterogeneous nature of  this pop-
ulation and lack of  a specific marker, this task remains challenging (18). We have previously reported 
an expansion of  CD38+ MDSCs in murine models of  esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (5). We also 

Table 3. Frequency of M-MDSCs and PMN-MDSCs

M-MDSC PMN-MDSC
HD CRC HD CRC

Mean 1.55 9.67 3.56 8.07
Median 1.42 7.22 0.26 2.41

SD 1.05 9.54 5.82 16.51
n 8 41 8 41
P 0.005 0.23
Padj 0.03 0.28

Significant P values are underlined. Mann-Whitney U test was used to determine statistical significance (2-tailed, P < 0.05). Padj, FDR-adjusted P.
 

Figure 3. CD38+ M- and PMN-MDSCs expand in the peripheral blood of CRC patients when compared with healthy donors. See also Supplemental Figures 
2 and 3. (A and B) Representative plots showing expression levels of CD38 on M-MDSC (A) and PMN-MDSC (B) populations (CD14+HLA-DRlo and low-density 
CD14–CD11b+CD15+, respectively) from PBMCs of an HD and a CRC patient. CD38 expression levels (MFI) on M- and PMN-MDSCs from HDs and CRC patients; 
mean values and SDs are plotted as horizontal lines. Statistical data are presented in Table 4.

https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.97022
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detected expansion of  a population of  CD38+ MDSC-like (low-density CD15hiCD33lo) cells in the periph-
eral blood of  patients with advanced-stage head and neck cancer and non–small cell lung cancer (5). These 
data led us to suggest that CD38 could be a target worth pursuing as a novel approach to depletion of  these 
immunosuppressive cells in cancer patients, in particular CRC patients.

In line with this study’s objectives, we analyzed the MDSCs from PBMCs of  41 CRC patients, com-
paring them to PBMC isolates from 8 healthy donors. Immunophenotyping revealed that the CD38+ 
M-MDSCs were not only abundant in the PBMCs of  CRC patients (Figures 2 and 3), but were function-
ally immunosuppressive (Figure 4) and could possibly contribute to CRC pathogenesis.

Another striking finding was the association between the patients’ treatment history and the frequency 
of  M-MDSCs, as well as expression of  CD38 in this cell population (Figure 5). These observations are 
consistent with the premise that MDSCs may be mediating resistance to anticancer therapy (19, 20), which 
implies that targeting MDSCs could prevent or stall the development of  treatment resistance.

It is important to note that due to the small size of  the patient cohort in this study, we were not 
able to make conclusions regarding associations between the frequency of  CD38+ M-MDSCs and clin-
ical features, such as tumor stage, microsatellite instability (MSI) status, and patient survival. That 
being said, if  expansion of  CD38+ M-MDSCs occurs that is independent of  MSI status, then one could 
conjecture that adding anti-CD38 therapy to immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy in metastatic CRC 
would be beneficial. There were also certain differences between the treated and untreated cohorts (the 
distribution of  tumor staging and differentiation status; Table 2 and Supplemental Table 1) that may 
have affected our analyses.

Table 4. Expression levels of CD38 on the surface of M-MDSCs or PMN-MDSCs from PBMCs of CRC patients or healthy donors, 
expressed as mean fluorescence intensity

M-MDSC PMN-MDSC
HD CRC HD CRC

Mean 3,091 3,567 526 886
Median 3,084 1,964 520 554
SD 702 5,071 95 1,083
n 8 41 8 41
P 0.18 0.34
Padj 0.35 0.34

HD, healthy donors; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity. Mann-Whitney U test was used to determine statistical significance (2-tailed, P < 0.05);  
Padj, FDR-adjusted P.
 

Figure 4. CD38+ M-MDSCs from the peripheral blood of CRC patients are immunosuppressive. (A) Immunosuppressive capacity of M-MDSCs. 
M-MDSCs (CD14+HLA-DRlo) and monocytes (CD14+HLA-DRhi) were isolated from PBMCs, and immunosuppressive activity of these cell populations 
was tested in 3-way allogenic MLR. Gray dots represent individual values (averaged triplicate measures at 1:1 MDSC/monocyte to T cell ratio; black 
squares, mean values). Statistical data are presented in Table 5. (B) A representative result of MLR with M-MDSCs and monocytes from a single 
CRC patient. Individual values are plotted as gray squares (Monocyte) or black circles (M-MSDC); horizontal bars represent mean values; error bars 
indicate SEM; P = 0.02 (1:1), P = 0.01 (1:3), P = 0.009 (1:9).

https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.97022
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This report describes findings that offer a rationale for the use of  CD38-targeted therapy in CRC. We 
have previously demonstrated that administration of  an anti-CD38 monoclonal antibody suppressed tumor 
growth in a murine model of  esophageal cancer (5). In addition to MDSC depletion, such an approach can 
utilize the fact that CD38 can be expressed on the surface of  other immunosuppressive cells, such as Tregs 
and regulatory B cells (Bregs) (21, 22), although the relevance of  these cell populations to human CRC 
progression remains to be determined. In fact, isatuximab, a humanized anti-CD38 antibody currently in 
clinical trials for multiple myeloma (9), successfully depletes Tregs and reduces Foxp3 and IL-10 expression 
in these cells and restores the cytotoxic capacity of  CD8+ T cells and natural killer cells (23). Daratumumab 
also depletes MDSCs, Tregs, and Bregs in multiple myeloma patients (6).

Given the extremely favorable safety profile of  daratumumab (11), encouraging data from studies with 
new CD38 antibodies (9), and the diverse mechanisms of  actions of  anti-CD38 antibodies, our report 
provides a new perspective and rationale for clinical testing of  an anti-CD38 monoclonal antibody in com-
bination with first-line and second-line therapies for metastatic CRC.

Methods
Study design and sample collection. This study comprised patients from the University of  Pennsylvania Health 

System with stages I–IV CRC who were ≥18 years old, and representative of  both 
sexes and diverse ethnic groups. These patients continued to undergo standard of  
care. The length of  a subject’s participation time in the study was limited to one 
visit for blood collection. Inclusion in the study was strictly voluntary. Healthy 
donors (controls) were recruited at the Wistar Institute.

The study proceeded as follows (Figure 1A). After written informed con-
sent was obtained, blood samples were collected, and the following clinical 
data were obtained: age, sex, diagnosis and treatment, genetic (tumor gene 
mutations, if  available) analysis, and MSI status (if  available) (Supplemen-
tal Table 1). Blood samples were used fresh for immunophenotyping and/or 
frozen to be used in functional assays (MLR). Upon study completion, the 
experimental data were analyzed, and potential correlations with clinical data 
were evaluated.

Figure 5. CD38+ M- and PMN-MDSCs expand in peripheral blood of CRC patients 
who underwent treatment. See also Supplemental Figure 4. The frequencies of 
CD38+ M-MDSCs (A) and CD38+ PMN-MDSCs (B) in the live subset of PBMCs from 
treatment-naive CRC patients or patients who received chemotherapy. Gray dots 
represent individual values; black squares, mean values. (C) Expression levels of 
CD38 on the surface of M-MDSCs or PMN-MDSCs from PBMCs of CRC patients, 
expressed as MFI. Statistical data are presented in Table 6.

Table 5. Immunosuppressive capacity of M-MDSCs

M-MDSCs Monocytes
Mean 70.3 95.8

Median 67.1 94.0
SD 11.6 9.0
n 10 8
P 0.00164

Statistical significance was determined using the Mann-
Whitney U test (2-tailed, P < 0.05).
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Forty-seven patients were recruited to the study; however, for technical reasons we could not process 
blood samples from 6 patients, so these patients had to be excluded from the study (Supplemental Table 1).

PBMC isolation. PBMCs were isolated from the patients using Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare) and 
used fresh (immunophenotyping) or frozen in FBS supplemented with 10% DMSO at –80°C. For MLR 
suppression assays, frozen PBMCs were thawed at 37°C and washed with MACS buffer (DPBS supple-
mented with 1% FBS and 2 mM EDTA) before use.

Flow cytometry. Freshly isolated PBMCs were stained, followed by data acquisition on a BD LSR II flow 
cytometer. Analysis was performed using FlowJo (TreeStar). The following antibodies were used for staining: 
HLA-DR–FITC (catalog 555811/clone G46-6), CD11b-APC (catalog 550019/ICRF44), CD15-PerCP/Cy5.5 
(323020/W6D3), CD14-APC/Cy7 (557831/MφP9), CD33-PE/Cy7 (333946/P67.6), CD38-PE (555460/
HIT2), and IgG1 isotype–PE (555749/MOPC-21). HLA-DR and CD11b antibodies were used at 1:10 dilution; 
CD38 and IgG1 isotype were at 1:20; and the rest were diluted 1:40. Except for CD15 (BioLegend), all antibod-
ies were from BD Pharmingen. Isotype control antibody was used to establish gates for CD38 expression.

Three-way MLR assay. The PBMCs were incubated with anti–HLA-DR–FITC, anti-CD14–APC/Cy7, 
and anti-CD38–PE or isotype control PE for 30 minutes at 4°C. CD14+HLA-DRlo/negCD38+ and CD14+H-
LA-DR+ cells were isolated by cell sorting on a FACSAria cell sorter (BD Biosciences). T lymphocytes 
from one healthy donor were purified using the Human CD3+ T Cell Enrichment Column Kit (R&D 
Systems) and used as responder cells. Dendritic cells were generated from purified CD14+ monocytes from 
another healthy donor in the presence of  25 ng/ml GM-CSF and 25 ng/mL IL-4 (Peprotech) for 6 days 
and used as stimulator cells. Responder and stimulator cells were then mixed at a 10:1 ratio, followed by the 
addition of  CD14+HLA-DRlo/negCD38+ M-MDSCs or CD14+HLA-DR+ monocytes. T lymphocyte prolif-
eration was assessed after 5 days of  culture by 3H-thymidine incorporation.

Statistics. Unless stated otherwise, all data are presented as means. Nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test 
(2-tailed, P < 0.05 considered significant) was used to determine significance when comparing unpaired sam-
ples. Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment was used on P values to account for multiple measurements, with an 
FDR of 5%. Student’s 2-tailed t test was used to determine significance when analyzing individual MLR 
results (P < 0.05 considered significant). All calculations were performed in GraphPad Prism 6.

Study approval. The studies were approved by the IRBs of  the University of  Pennsylvania (no. 821415) 
and Wistar Institute (no. 2908251).
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